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ROWING TO AN END

STARTING NEW
SOCCER CHANGES

'

HOSPITABLE WELCOME
ROSEN'S NEW TEACHER

Women close season with seventh-place finish

- SEE SPORTS, A9

- SEE NEWS, A2

- SEE SPORTS, A9

Governor gives Master Plan seal of approval
)

On-campus stadium completion pushed back to .
2007, now awaits Board of Trustees amendment
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

'

The wheels are rolling on a
number of new construction
projects as Gov. Jeb Bush and his
cabinet unanimously approved

UCF's Master Plan last Wednes. day.
The approval of the plan
. means that, among other projects, a new convocation center
and a psychology building will
soon be on the way. The convo-

Coming soon
·The approval of the Master Plan means new campus additions
• 18,000-seat convocation center
• Psychology building
·More parking garages

cation center, estimated to open
by 2007, will be the new home of
the UCF men's and women's basketball teams and will host all of
the university's graduation commencement ceremonies.
But as the purpose of the

press conference was intended to
be about the Master Plan's
approval, the focus of the media
members .in attendance was

• 2,000 more student dorm beds
• Retail shops in the athletic node
·On-campus football stadium?

mainly on a looming amendment
to the Master Plan; an on-campus stadium.
UCF President John Hitt

DIESEL DOLLARS

fielded question after question
regarding the status of a proposed on-campus stadium and
he made it clear that 2007, and
not 2006 a.s previously considered, is the most likely sceJ¥Uio.
"If you go back to the first
press .conference we had, my
statement was that the planets
really had to be aligned for us to
PLEASE SEE

HITT ON AB

Senate
denies
disputed

hopeful
Conservative SGA·
Senate candidate
blocked in 8-18 vote
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

.,

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students not enrolled in summer classes are now required to pay a $50 fee to use the Recreation and Wellness Center. Enrolled students already pay fees, which are included in tuition costs under the Activity and Service Fee, to use the facility.

Rec center pumps up summer fee
Students not enrolled in co.urses face $50
usage fee, five times more than last year

Students who choose to
pay the increased summer
fee, which was only about
$8 last summer, will have
access to brand new
exercise machines that
were bought after
Hurricane Charley flooded
the facility. Also, students
can e~joy aerobics classes
and, in the fall, a newly
built resort-style pool.

must pay some amount - even one cent
- to use UCF facilities during summer
.. because they aren't paying tuition, said
CF students who aren't taking · the Recreation and Wellness Cent~r ·
·classes this summer must pay Associate Director of Programs Jim
$50 to work out at the Recre- Wilkening.
"We had to charge something to make
ation and Wellness Center until they
it legal," Wilkening said as he pointed out
begin classes this fall.
·
Though many students were how providing services to students not
unaware of the charge, paying a fee to paying ~or classes can spell legal trouble
access the rec center while on summer
break is not a new concept. Students
PLEASE SEE WEB ON A7

SEAN LAVIN &RILEY DUNCAN
Staff Writer•& Contributing Writer

U

Old-school games get extra life
with new-school merchandise
Hardcore 'gamers' decry
commercialization of
1980s video game classics
JAIME JOSHI
Contributing Writer

Know Your Roots. The words are scrawled in
thick, black type under the image of a N"mtendo
controller. Much like a Marine Corps tattoo or a
punk rock mohawk, the words establish an affiliation
The owner of the shirt may not be part of any
tangible organization, but the words brazenly
declare his or her status as an 'old-school gamer.'
An old-school gamer is one who remembers
video games before lifelike 3-D animation,
celebrity endorsements and ergonomic con, trailers. Among other things, an old-school gamer
is, "someone who ·at least owns a damn NES,"
explained student Jerry Leakey, referring to the
Nintendo Entertainment System console
released in 1985.
With a Bush in the White House and preppy
fashions dominating the catwalks, the 1980s have
come roaring back and with them, nostalgia for

the video games developed during the decade.
One of the biggest retailers of nostalgic videogame merchandise is mall chain Hot Topic. The
rapidly growing retailer sells goods ranging from
black polyurethane dresses and body jewelry to
stuffed Care Bears and Grateful Dead brand
incense. In addition to this, Hot Topic also sells a
plethora of video-game related goods such as Tshirts, fuzzy dice and even underwear.
According to Nick Trombino, Hot Topic sales
associate at the Seminole Towne Center Mall in
Sanford, video game merchandise makes up
approximately 15 percent of the overall sales with
only T-shirts outselling all other video-game related items.
1 Trombino said the T-shirts featuring The Legend of Zelda franchise are the most popular,
closely followed by shirts emblazoned with
itnages of the Super Mario Bros.
Jamie Tester called the shirts his preferred
wardrobe and Frank Steinberg said, "I thought
they were amazing the first time I saw them!"
However, not all consumers were pleased with
Hot Topic's decision to sell video-game related
merchandise.
"I like that N"mtendo is releasing game apparei
but I wish it wasn't associated with Hot Topic," .
PLEASE SEE
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RETRO ON A2

RETURN TO THElVON'S DEN'

.
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Former UCF men's basketball standout Dexter Lyons, who led the Knights to the NCAA
Tournament in 2004, returned from playing !n Holland to help teach a children's clinic.

Tempers flared at last Thursday's SGA Senate meeting as controversial Senate hopeful Skip
Moedinger saw his hopes ofbeing
confirmed as a senator dashed in
what instead turned into a debate
of morals and ethics.
. Moedinger has struggled for
two years to become a senator and
that struggle continued with an 8for-18 vote against his confirmation. Moedinger was one of a
handful of senators up for
appointment at Thursday's meeting. Only Moedinger failed to
receive the necessary two-thirds
vote for appointment Moedinger
also received no votes in his favor
from the Elections and Appointment Committee.
"I was disappointed and I think
that the majority of senators took
two small things and allowed
them to be blown out of perspective," Moedinger said. "They
voted down a well-qualified student senator nominee."
Moedinger, a conservative
Christian, is open about his religious opposition of homosexuality, something that was brought up
quite a few times during Thursday's meeting.
Initially, Moedinger was
appointed to an open senate seat
by Student Body President Willie
Bentley Jr. However, the senate
disagreed with the appointment ·
leading to Moedinger's disappointment in the vote. Some senators were on the fence when it
came to the vote due to their per. sonal
relationships
with
Moedinger, but most said they put
those thoughts aside and did what
they believed was· in the best
interest of the student body.
"I was concerned,'' Senate
President Pro Tempore Mark
White said. "I have a good relationship with Skip in and out of
the office, and I knew he was waiting for his time to get into SGA
and trying to expand his leadership capacities. At the same time I
needed to look out for the best
interest of the student body and
the students he would represent
He makes his decisions based on
what" he would do rather than
what other people would do. You
can't come into senate with that
kind of attitude."
White recognizes that many
people have different views on different issues, but he also feels that
certain personal views shouldn't
be used to determine the kind of
funding that any campus organization receives.
Also brought up against
Moedinger was his alleged inappropriate behavior during an
internship in Tallahassee. Around
the time that the Terri Schiavo
case was making every major'
headline, Moedinger tried to force
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus

Rosen College acquires new face

News and notices for
the UCF community

Honored industry expert joins faculty in fall semester to teach hospitality law

Student disabilities support group
Today from 5 p.m. to 6:30
p.m there will be a meeting of
the students with disabilities
support group. This group pro, vides a safe environment for dis, abled students to gain support,
insight and strength from other
students with similar experiences.
Contact either Dr.· Vivian
Yamada or Sareet Taylor at 407823-2811.

Resume writing lab
Thursday from 10 am. to 11
am. and Tuesday from 4 p.m. to

5 p.m. there will be resume writing labs in the Student Resource
Center Room 185 open to all students, faculty, staff and alwnni.
Participants will learn how to
best highlight their skills, activities, education and experiences
in order to get · an interview.
General formatting and content
suggestions will be provided as
well as a discussions about references and cover letters.
Contact Career Services &
Experiential Learning at 407823-2361 for more information.

Interview practice lab
A one-hour lab will be held
Thursday from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in
Student Resource Center Room
185. Participants will receive an
in-depth explanation of the
functions of each interview
component and will be given
examples of employer questions
along with appropriate responses. Individual attention to participants will be given both during
and after the lab session.
For more information, contact Career Services & Experiential Leaming at 407-823-2361.

Cap and gown pre-ordering
On June 13-17, during regular
hours at the UCF Bookstore,
pre-ordering of caps and gowns
for summer commencement
ceremonies is available. Faculty
can also rent regalia and
announcements at the bookstore.
, For more information go to
' www.ucf.bkstore.com or call
407-823-2665.

DIANA BOSCH
Contributing Writer

UCF's Rosen College of Hospitality Management has gained
the reputation of being one of
UCF's finest and most promising
branches of the university.
Located in the heart of Orlando, the Rosen campus has the
best location in the world to
study hospitality management,
as well as supportive industry
partners and dedicated faculty
and stafl: Adding to the growth
of the Rosen College is the addition of Anthony G. Marshall. the
newest faculty member who
begins in the fall
Marshall. who is resigning his
post as president of the Educational Institute of the American
Hotel and Lodging Association
to teach at UCF, is an accomplished writer, professor and
lawyer. He says the Rosen College's rapid growth was a deciding factor in his choice to go
there.
. ''I was fully aware of the phenomenal growth that the Rosen
College has experienced," Marshall said "It's obvious it was the
place to be."
Despite his successful nineyear tenure at the AH'LA. Marshall is ea§er to get back to teach. ing. He served as dean of the
School of Hospitality Management at Florida International
University for 27 years.
''It was time for me to return
to the classroom," Marshall said
"That's where the fun is."
Marshall is the just the latest
addition to the Rose:o College's
already outstanding faculty. The
Associate Dean of the Rosen
College Stephen LeBruto
· believes Marshall's addition to

COURTESY OF ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Anthony G. Marshall, who joins UCF in the fall, is an accomplished writer, lawyer and educator.

the faculty will contribute to the
school's prestige and success.
"The college has been identified as the preeminent program
at UCF," LeBruto said~ "The
addition of Anthony Marshall
will immediately add to our reputation at both the national level
and the international level He is
a pillar of hospitality management education and we are
delighted that his return to academics is with us."
Marshall will teach the Legal
Environment of Hospitality
course, which is desi&lled to provide a basic understanding ofthe
laws and regulations affecting
the hospitality industry. He holds
a doctorate of juris prudence
from Syracuse Univel,"Sity.

He is also a columnist for
Hotel and Motel Management
magazine. His column '1\.t Your
Risk'' has appeared in the magazhie's pages for the past 25 years.
He says people often ask him
how he manages to keep each
article different
,
"You tell-a good story, they'll
read anything," Marshall said "I
have a topic that's kind of tough
- the law - but ifyou bury it in
a good story they'll read it"
Marshall will also apply his ,
experience as a writer to the
classroom. He co-wrote the iEU,d- ·
book to be used ,in the ·class,.
Hotel, Resta{u-ant and Tr,a'vel
.Law. He has also written Don't
Lose Your Hotel by Accident
.
On May 23, Marshall was pre-

sented with the prestigious Honorary Alumnus Award from
Michigan State University's
School of Hospitality, where he
began his teaching careei: Other
special awards include the
Diplomate Award by the National Restaurant Association, the
Lamp of Knowledge by the Education Institute of the American
Hotel and Motel Association and
the Raymond C. Ellis Jr. Award
for Outstanding Lifetime Service
to the Lodging and Security Profession. He also received the
first-ever Anthony G. Marshall
Award, which was named in his
honor. The award will honor
those who have displayed a lifetime of contributions to the hospitality industry.
With the addition ofAnthony
Marshall's presence in the Rosen
College of Hospitality Management's faculty, UCF can only
expect great things to come for
the program, in addition to further expansion and specialization.
"The Rosen College ofHospitality Management has identified itself as a college where students have the opportunity to
specialize in the many facets of
the hospitality indilstry," LeBruto said. ·~s our student body
continues to grow into one ofthe
largest programs in the world,
we are concentrating on developing degree programs and specializations in areas such as
event management, restaurant
management, lodging management, time share management,
golf management, theme parks
and attractions management,
hospitality and financial management, cruise line management, and tourism management."

Retro T-shirts cause uproar among fans
FROM

you're a total dweeb."
The games, aimed at the postadolescent market, quickly sold
more than a million units after
their launch. In its 2004 annual
report, Nintendo reported
cumulative unit sales of both the
Classic NES Series and the
Game Boy Advance SP to be 51.4
million units.
'The old cartridges have their ·
problems and remaking the
game for a portable system is a
good idea," said UCF student
Anna Rosz.ak. "fd definitely buy
it for the GBA for portability as
long as it's not too expensive."
"It's brilliant," said Carlos
Cabalero, manager of EB Games
in the Orlando Fashion Square
Mall "It's pretty much turned the
Game Boy into a tiny emulator:'
·While some students were
willing to purchase the anniversary edition games, others cited
expense and tij.e easy availability
of emulators - a piece of computer software that allows certain programs to run on a platforni other than ·the one they
were originally written for - as
a reason not to.
"I think it's ridiculous to
charge so much for old games,"
Dungca said "Legal emulations
of these old games are often
available as bonus features on
modem remakes or compilations. However, Nintendo sure
knows how to make money, so
more power to them if people

Al

snatch them up anyway:'
here," said Chris Melissinos,
'1\.nyone worth his or her salt chief gaming officer of Sun
would get a NES emulator and Microsystems.
ROMs;' said student Jade Isom.
"If given the opportunity, rd
"[They] are floating everywhere. go," Koseenanonth said. "It
It's free and easy." A ROM, pr would be cool to see some real
Read Only Memory file, is the old-school gamers instead of a
software on which an emulated bunch of posers in Nintendo
game is stored
shirts:'
·
'
While the popularity of retro
Nostalgia-based fads usually
video games may have just sur- have a short shelf-life. They exit
faced in mainstream culture, • the public's consciousness as
there are plenty who never aban- quickly as they arrived and many
doned their love of eight anq 16- old-school gamers are anxiously
bit gaming.
waiting for this nostalgia trip to
"I still play classic video end. A majority of those intergames," said EB Games sales viewed found the trend to be
associate Paul Koseenanonth. "I intrusive and felt it made a
just beat the first Zelda recently, mockery of something they truly
and it wasn't any easier from loved
when I was a kid"
"I've al~ys been loyal to old"I recently saw my boyfriend school games;• said UCF student
beat Contra without the 50-man Adrian Bravo. "Soon enough,
life code," said de la Cruz refer- emulating nerdiness won't be
ring to the 8-bit guerrilla warfare cool anymore and those shirts
game. "He beat it straight will be forgotten."
through. He's my hero!"
Student Stephen Goncher
College campuses aren't the agreed with Bravo, predicting
only places old-school gaming is that the hype would soon fizzle
alive and well The Classic Garn-: out
ing Expo has been held all over
"It'll be OK for now, but it
the country since 1997. The two- won't be around for that much
day event features museum longer," he said
exhibits, game tournaments and
Leakey agreed with both
keynote speakers such as Al ' Goncher and Bravo.
Alcorn, designer of the video
"Pretty soon, everyone will
game Pong and Steve Wozniak, rfind some other bandwagon to
founder of A,Pple Computers. · jump on and the real gamers will
· "It is one of the most intimate be left alone to do what they do
conferences I have attended and best," he said "Kick ass 8-bits at a
you get a real sense of fellowship time."

•

Nation & World
1

•

Supreme Court rules against
medical marijuana users
WASIHNGTON - People
who
smoke
marijuana
because their doctors recommend it to ease pain can be
prosecuted for violating federal drug laws, the Supreme
Court ruled Monday, overriding
medical
marijuana
statutes in 10 states.
The court's 6-3 decision
was filled with sympathy for
two seriously ill California
women who , brought the
case, but tlie majority agreed
that federal agents may arrest
sick people who use,the drug
as well as the people who
grow pot for them.
Justice John Paul Stevens,
an 85-year-old cancer survivor, said the court was not
passing judgment on the
potential medical benefits of
marijuana, and he noted "the
troubling facts" in the case.
However, he said the Constitution allows federal regulation ofhomegrown marijuana as interstate commerce.
In a dissent, Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor sai6\ the
court's "overreaching stifles
an express choice by some
states, concerned for the lives
and liberties of their people,
to regulate medical marijuana
differently."

WASHINGTON - A U.S.
commitment to providing
$674 million for famine relief
in Africa may take some of
the sting out of President
Bush's opposition to a proposal by British Prime Minister Tony Blair to spend even
more money.
The other issue topping
Blair's foreign policy this
year, global warming, may
further strain his relationship
with Bush. Blair has made the
issues the twin focus of
Britain's yearlong chairmanship of the G-8 group of
· wealthy nations, yet Bush has
rejected many of his clo~e
ally's ideas on Africa and the
environment.
· The joint initiative for
famine relief that they were
announcing at the White
House comes after Blair proposed doubling aid to Africa
The amount of Britain's contribution to the new program
was not disclosed, but it was
said to be less than that of the
United States.

(entral 1Ioriba 1uture

Depression

The Sun Singer,
an adventure novel by
Malcolm R. Campbell, is now
available from CB&S Bookstore,
UCF Bookstore, Urban Think!,
Tranquil Moon, amazon.com,
and other book sellers.

•••Are All of Your Days Cloudy?

•
•
•
•
•

Sad, worthless or guilty
Trouble eating·or sleeping
No motivation
Difficulty concentrating
Feeling downhearted or blue

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed, Dr .Linda Harper of

CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved clinical trials, Is
conducting a medIcal research study for individuals 18-80 years of age who are
experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all study-related medical
care will be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 for time and
travel.
CNS Healthcare strives to improve the lives of everyQlle experiencing depression. Research is
the answer to finding new treatment options. Call today for more information.

407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100
www.cnshealthcare.com
<P2005 Cllolcal ~euroscleoce Solutions, Inc.

•·=J

" Research is the Answer

A finalist in
Foreword Magazine~
2004 Book of the Year
Awards!

"Campbell brings this
alternate version of Earth
to stunning life. It is
a fully realized place
where·the mountains,
flowers and the wind
have a sharp realism.
~nd so does the magic."
-Lynne Perednia,
Readers and Writers Ink Reviews
An iUniverse Editoip; Choice selection.
'
ISBN: 0-595-31665-4

•
•

..
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Bush commits $674 million to
famine aid, Blair strains still likely

UCF student Carl Dungca said
"Having an . overpriced mall
chain dedicated to the underground is simply wrong."
"I normally don't care what
Learn to write cover letters
anyone wears," said UCF student
Learn how to write and add
Indiana de la Cruz~ "But when a
impact to your cover letter and
• l+year-old is wearing a shirt that
, other business correspondence
has a 'Know Your Roots' slogan
preceding your resume at this
on it, with a picture of a Nintenworkshop held from 9 am. to 10
do controller splashed on his or
a.m. Tuesday in the Student
her prepubescent chest, I get
' Resource Center Room 185.
angry:'
. Faculty, staff, students and
EB Games employee Billy
alumni are invited to learn the
Arvanites agreed with de la
do's and don'ts ofbusiness letter
Cruz.
writing.
Bolivian president resigns after
''It makes a stupid pop-punk
several weeks of civil unrest
joke of everything I loved as a
Substance abuse support group
LA PAZ, Bolivia - Presikid," he said
Do you think you or somedent Carlos Mesa, his 19Catering to the public's lust
one you know has a drug or
month-old free-market govfor nostalgia and celebrating the
alcohol problem? Then this
ernment unraveling amid
20th anniversary of the NES,
open, informal and non-judgswelling street protests and a
Nintendo of America remental group for students may
crippling blockade of the
released 12 classic NES games
be able help you. It will be held
Bolivian capital, offered h\s
compatible with the Gameboy
Tuesday in the Student
resignation in a i:iationally telAdvance in 2004, marrying
Resource Center Room 200
evised address.
childhood memories with modfrom 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. All are wel- . em technology.
The resignation, if accept.
come.
ed by congress, could ultiSync Magazine referred to the
Contact either Laura Riddle
mately usher in new elec· move as "just the thing to trigger
, or Dr. Shannon Kelly at the
tions, raising the prospect of
a quarter-life crisis." Perrin
Counseling Center, 407-823-2811.
Bolivia becoming the seventh
Kaplan,
Nintendo
of
America's
'
Latin American country to
vice president of marketing and
move to a leftist government
corporate affairs, praised Pacsuspicious of U.S. intentions
Man and Donkey Kong as the
in the region.
greatest games ever and said, "If
Mesa submitted his resigyou aren't just dying to get your
.
hands
on
the
gnarly
new
Classic
The Future wants to hear ·
PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
NES Limited Edition GBA SP,
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considJune 8, 2005 • Volwne 37, Issue 67 • 16 Pages
ered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-447Editolial: 407-447-4558 • Advertising: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556
4556 or an e-mail to
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
editor@ucfnews.com. DeadThe Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968
The Central Florida Future publishes on il'Jondays and Thursdays in fall and spring and Wednesdays during summer.
lines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.
One free copy of the Central Florida Future permitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may be subject to civil and criminal prosecution and/or university discipline.

Let us know
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed
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ALLERGIES?
Board Certified Allergist
Located on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

•

~Allergy & Asthma Center
~--------of East Orlando

•
•

Boyce A. Hornberger, J\!ID, :FAAAAI
· 3151 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
www.eastorlandoallergy.com
Additional location in Oviedo
. !>
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Phaeton. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 6/30/05.

•

Recaro Seats, l 8 Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof CD, And Much More!
11

1

LEASE52,,

PER MONTH !f.
MONTHLY TAX HUGE SElECTION
FOR 4. MONTHS.

l~

payment+ TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

·*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.( thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile·Bumper-To~Bumper warrantv
.• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

2005 JETTA GL .

2005 New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless .Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, .
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

* 48 mo. !ease plus tax. Toto/ due at signing is $299 which includes sernrity deposit, PLUS first

I .

"TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE

PER MONTH.,.

~~NJlJlcl:fHs BIG SElECTIONI .
*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

· *48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $257 which includes srrnrity deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. *See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volksw(lgen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

·•
.

.

.

HUGE SElECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY ·
MODElS AVAllABlE! HURRY WHllE THEY lAST!

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile·Powertrain V1arrantv ·

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSAT
GL
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
&Much More!

Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

LEASE FOR
.~

ucN'fal{Tr,1 ••ssar waoo•s
$297 FOR
48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEREI

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05

'

*48 mo. lea5e plus tax. Total due at signing is $295, which includes sernrity deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 6/30/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv·

'

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain ,warrantv
'

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. lnte~~st Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 6/30/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

rsfFIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
• PROGRAM

·Drivers wanted:

~CREDIT

.

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pte-Owned ALL WiTH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase o~ Lease)

A

1r;.2·~·~·5:;, 1 1.......11
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'V' 1..._,,,,,11...._1< s:=-WA I
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Higher Education

What's in the news at
; colleges around the country
I

~usiness students advise state
j>Olice to operate like a business
HARTFORD, Conn., :State police officials have
gotten some advice from an
;unlikely source on how to
oimprove operations.
: University of Connecti:cut MBA students who were
;asked to evaluate state
police headquarters chal·leriged some of the most
basic operations, including
~ts paramilitary culture and
:communications. The stu;dents suggested that the
•state agency be run more
:like a business.
, Public Safety Commis:sioner Leonard C. Boyle
•asked the master of business
'administration program to
:send graduate students to
:the Department of Public
:safety headquarters and
focus on the most serious
'·
•issues.
' After 13 weeks; the stu:dents, who studied state
police headquarters in Mid1dletown, found a cultural
:divide between troopers
:and civilians and a need for
:better information manage:ment and more long-term
;planning to fill. key posi•tions.
They also siid the under1staffed grant-writing office
:is depriving the agency of
•millions of dollars in poten:tial grants. .
' The students also urged
:the agency to develop a
~echnology
program to
•improve public education,
:Community service and
:recruitment on its Web site.
I
I

:Officials question grants for
:private college students
BISMARCK, N.D. ~oard of Higher Education
:members are questioning a
:requirement in a state grant
:Program that means more
•money for students at three
:private colleges than for
:their public college counter:Parts.
: A section in the higher
.education funding bill
:approved by legislators
:requires that 23.5 percent of
;the money appropriated for
the State Student Incentive
Grant program be awarded
~o students at Jamestown
:College, the University of
;Mary in Bismarck and Trini~ Bible College in Ellendale.
! The grant award will
3ump from $600 to $1,000
:rer year for private college
:Students while remaining at
i$600 for students at the
~tate's 11 public campuses
:,ind five tribal colleges.
: State Board of Higher
~ducation member Bruce
Christianson of Minot said
the 23.5 percent mandate is
~fair for students at public
:Colleges. Rep. Bob Martin!son, R-Bismarck, said it's
~air for public schools to
hceive money designated
:£or private schools.
, Laura Glatt, • the vice
~hancellor for administrative affairs for the North
~akota University System,
~aid state law did not speci~y what part of the grants
had to go to private students.
: The full Board of Higher
tf;ducation will discuss the
, ~ssue when it meets June 16
~ Grand Forks.
1

'

~merican professor working in
~olombia killed during robbery

~ BOGOTA, Colombia irrwo gunmen on a motorcy. kle ropbed and killed a biolpgy professor from the Unit.ed States who had lived in
!Colombia for 20 years,
:Police said Monday.
The two gunmen began
lfollowing Michael Alberico,
~8, after he withdrew money
from a cash machine Satur~iay afternoon in the city of
k:ali and got into a taxi, said
!col. Mauricio Gonzalez of
the Cali Metropolitan
•Police.
When the taxi stopped at
a red light, the gunmen
tpulled up alongside him and
demanded the cash, Gonzaez said. It is possible the
erofessor refused to hand
)over the money, at which
;point the robbers fired sev•eral shots before taking the
bioney and fleeing, he said.
!_ The taxi driver escaped
;injury by ducking below the
seat, Gonzalez said.
No arrests have been
,made.
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Anti-government demonstrators march toward the capital La Paz, Bolivia for the second day
on Tuesday to demand more power for Bolivia's poor Indian majority.
FROM A2

nation during similar protests
in March, arguing the country
was becoming ungovernable,
but lawmakers rejected his
offer, essentially giving him a
new mandate.
Lawmakers signaled they
were not inclined to do the
same this time, saying an emergency congressional session
would be held as soon as possible to name a new leader.

Bush's Chinese currency overhaul
plan receives poor reviews

courts, equestrian rings, a beach
volleyball court and kayaking
basins, came with a hefty $2.7
milli9n price tag.
The contest for the 2012
Games enters a final stretch
Monday, marking a 30-day
countdown to the IOC's decision about which city will be the
host.

Floods devastate Southern China;
hundreds of thousands evacuated
BEIJING - Flooding has
devastated villages and crops in
southern China, killing at least
204 people and leaving another
79 missing at the start of the
summer flood season, the government said Sunday. Hundreds
of thousands of people have
been evacuated.
Hunan province was the
worst hit, with the death toll ris-·
ing to 75 people Sunday, the official Xinhua News Agency said.
Another 46 people were missing.
Three days oftorrential rains
last week washed away mountain villages in Hunan and damaged tens ·of thousands of
homes, schools and other facilities, Xinhua said. Flooded roads
and highways hampered rescue
and evacuatiort efforts, it said.
More than 200,000 people
have been evacuated, Xinhua
said. Government figures put
the estimated economic losses
in Hunan at $277 million.

WASHINGTON The ·
Bush administration's effort to
increase pressure on China to
overhaul its currency regime
got less than rave reviews from
Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan and key central bankers from China,
Europe and Japan.
Greenspan disputed the
contention of U.S. manufacturers that a revaluation of China's
yuan would make a significant
impact on America's soaring
trade imbalances.
The Bush administration in
recent weeks has intensified
the pressure on China to stop
linking the yuan at a fixed rate
to the dqllar, a practice that
American manufacturers say
has undervalued the. yuan and
given China a huge trade
advantage.
Greenspan did argue it was
in China's interest and the Los Alamos lab whistleblower
interest of the global economy beaten outside New Mexico bar
SANTA FE, N.M. - A Los
because it would end distortions in China's monetary sys- Alamos lab whistleblower
tem, and also make China's scheduled to testify before Coneconomy more flexible.
gress was lured to a bar and
then badly beaten in an attack
his wife and lawyer believe was
Citifinandal notifies 3.9 million
designed to keep him quiet.
customers of lost personal data
Tommy Hook suffered a
NEW YORK - Computer
tapes with the Social Security fractured jaw and other injuries
numbers and payment histories in the attack early Sunday, his
of almost 4 million Citigroup wife, Susan Hook, said Monday.
customers have been lost, the
He was in satisfactory condilatest in a series of data losses tion Tuesday at St. Vincent
or breaches that have embar- Regional Medical Center in
rassed financial institutions.
Santa Fe.
CitiFinancial, the consumer
Tommy Hook lias a pending
finance division of Citigroup lawsuit against the University of
Inc., said Monday it has begun California alleging whistleblownotifying some 3.9 million U.S. er retaliation. He had been
customers that information scheduled to testify before the
about their accounts was lost House Energy and Commerce
by the courier, UPS Inc., in tran- Committee later this month
about alleged financial irregusit to a credit bureau.
The bank said the tapes con- larities at the nuclear weapons
tained information about both lab.
Police and the FBI said they
active and closed accounts at
CitiFinancial's branch network. were investigating. CitiFinancial officials have said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
they've received no reports of
the information being used illegally.
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Paris goes all-out in pitch to be
2012 Summer Olympics host
PARIS - Paris officials
pulled·~ut all the stops Sunday
in a bid to host the 2012
Olympics, transforming the
Ghamps-Elysees, its . most
famous avenue, into a sport.s
playground
lined
with
wrestling mats, a running track
and even a huge swimming
pool.
Thirty-eight Olympic sports
displays marked Paris' most
over-the-top pitch yet to land .
the games, one day before the
International Olympic Committee issues its key report
evaluating the five candidate
cities.
The others are New York,
London, Moscow and Madrid,
Spain.
The sporting complex,
whiciR also featur~d tennis
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D Apartment Amenities

D Community Features
• 24 Hour Fitness Center

'• UCF Shuttle
• Basketball Court
·Beach Volleyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Ga-me Rental
• Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly
'

~

··Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry, · .
• Kitchen and Dining ·
·Cable TV w/3 HBOs · . .
• High Speed Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors

·• Utilities Included
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College Station A
..part.me. nts o
_ffers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. tn your free time you can relax ·in the
sun by the poof or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
-

looking for, come to College Station Apartments!
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HIGH SPEED INTERNET
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CABLE TV with HBO
Service in all 4 bedrooms
with 6o+ channels plus J HBO•s.
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for the university.
Wilkening said the policy
"really wasn't about money,"
and blamed the ''legal implications" for prompting the university to impose a summer access
fee in the first place. "If we're
providing you with a student
service, then you have to be paying a student fee," he said.
The amount UCF is charging
this year may be new to some
students. Last year students on
summer break had to pay a onetime fee of only $8.09 to enjoy
using rec center facilities all
summer long. Prior to last summer, the fee charged to students
not taking summer class@s was
$50.
The summer fee increa~e
·comes just months after the
Board of Trustees increased the
ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
per credit hour Activity and Ser- Ahike in charges at the Rec and Wellness Center might have students running to other gyms.
vice Fee earlier this year, which
And when students do quesfunds facilities like the Student the students swiped their ID
cards for access to the facility, tion the increase, Wilkening is
Union and the rec center.
The total budget funding they were informed by staff that happy to explain why he sugthese Campus Life facilities is they would have to pay $50 gested it He said students taknow larger than ever before, before entering because they ing six credit hours last summer
standirig at nearly $ll million. were not enrolled in summer complained that it was unfair for
Raising the summer access fee claSses.
them to pay roughly $50 in
back to $50, after the Activity
Campos, upset he was not Activity and Service Fees while
and Service Fee increase, has notified of the policy before · students who were paying no
drawn heavy criticism from stu- showing up to the facility in gym tuition or fees could access the
dents - especially after tpey shorts ready to work out, said rec center for only $8.09.
Wilkening said he believes
became accustomed to last failing to inform him of the polisummer's access fee of only cy before arriving at the gym to when students realize they are
$8.09.
perform his routine workout paying only one-third of the
·~ leap from eight bucks to
was "rude" and "inconsiderate:' price UCF staff are charged and
$50 in one year,is too great of an
Wilkening said the rec center when they consider the access
increase for the gym fee," soph- did take steps to publicize the fee stood at $50 every year the
omore Rodrigo Campos said. $50 summer fee by posting the center opened with the excepCampos believes the recently information under the fees sec- tion .of last year, it puts the $50
increased tuition he pays tion of its Web site. But aside fee into proper perspective.
throughout the regular school from posting the information
Rec center student employee
year should more than cover the online, Wilkening said he was Davin Homan agreed with
cost ofvisiting the gym while he not aware of any additional Wilkening and was annoyed
is out of class this summer.
steps taken by SGA to publicize that some students would com''If the school's only worry is the increased access fee and plain over a $50 access fee.
to operate within the law, then summer policy.
"Three months in a gym for $50
they can accomplish that by
Students complained the is basically nothing," Homan
charging a small fee," Campos location of the notice online was said
said "It is not necessary for a $50 obscure and more should have
The freshman did concede,
fee when you think of it [from] been done to notify them.
however, that there should have
their perspective."
Wilkening represents the rec been flyers around the facility
Campos also contended that center as a voting member of and campus informing students
since he will be returning to the Campus Life Facilities and of the summer access policy in
UCF this fall, he shouldn't have Services Advisory Board - a advance.
to pay any fee at all. "Everyone committee of both students and
Still, Homan said students
should be able to use the gym administrators that has a strong should think of the big picture
for free, even if [they're] not influence over Campus Life before complaining. He pointed
enrolled in summer classes facilities such as the rec center out how students have access to
because we are all still UCF stu- and the Student Union. Wilken- brand new equipment bought
dents," he said
ing suggested the board look after Hurricane Charley flooded
, The radio-television major - into- raising the summer access the rec center last year, aerobics
had been visiting the rec center fee and, after some intense classes and future amenities like
at least five times each week debate, the board unanimously the resort-style pool opening up
before he was turned away from endorsed raising the fee to $50.
this fall.
- Acting on the endorsement,
'M that stuff doesn't come
the gym last week. The new policy has forced Campos out of former SGA Student Body Pres- for free," he said, later adding
the UCF gym altogether ident Kevin Peters made the that implementing the summer
because he refuses to pay a $50 increase official, Wilkening said fee "just helps out:'
After hearing the justificasummer fee when he'll only be
After speaking with students
in the country to use the facility about the increase, Wilkening tion behind the fee increase,
.for three more weeks this sum- said, "The majority of folks are Campos was still not conv;it)ced
happy that they can access the of its need. He was quick to
mer.
Many students, including services in the summer!' He also point out that services students
Campos, first discovered that added, 'We certainly have had perceive as being "free," are
they lost access to the gym upon . some people who remembered actually paid for by "our everarriving at the rec center gate for [the fee] last year was $8.09 and growing tuition rates and activian afternoon workout. When have asked the question, Why?"' ty fees."
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Hitt: Protester claims 'outrageous'
FROM Al

make 2006," Hitt said. "Even if
we were able to proceed today,
there's a lot of work to be done if
we were to make 2006."
First and foremost 9n the
work list is amending the recently approved Master Plan to
include the on-campus stadium.
The concept of a stadium on the
north side of campus has come
under fire by residents of neighboring communities because of
the impending traffic and noise .
problems that would be caused
during Saturday's home games.
Many of the residents also
protested the fact that the stadium has never been a part of the
ISAAC BABCOCK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Master Plan and that UCF was UCF President John Hitt, left, explained last Wednesday what the Master Plan approval means.
proceeding without approval
from the state. This argument of tained that he wouldn't rule out dium for less than $50 million,
course led to a series of public 2006 entirely, but he said it is def- the best numper we had was
forums in which the Board of initely a long shot. He said he $107 million. We weren't going to
Trustees and UCF administra- always believed the chances of have a stadium at that price."
Another reason the stadium
tive officials were able to listen to the stadium being built by then
will likely see a 2007 opening is
and answer any of the com- were less than 50/50.
Hitt said that the silver lining because of potential .:;:ourt-relatplaints and concerns from the
in the stadium not being built ed issues which would stem
community.
The approval of the Master until the 2007 season is that it from further community protest
Plan puts an end to much of the gives everyone involved the Hitt said depending on the
· protesting around the addition opportltnity to check out every strength of cases for or against a
of parking garages and more stu- option and make sure the stadi- stadium, court time could be fast
dent housing, and is a huge step um is built in the best interest of or slow. It's something that UCF
forward in the university's the university.
will have to deal with when that
"The real news here is that time comes and is a reason that
growth process.
Despite the good news for the we know how to proceed 2006 does not look very plausiuniversity with the approval of towards a ~tadium and I think ble.
the Master Plan, the majority of we're going to have one," he said
As for the previous claims
the questioning still revolved "Up until last December when and attempts to stop the school's
around the stadium and the next we saw these prices that suggest Master Plan, Hitt said that some
step in seeing it built Hitt main- we could build a really good sta- of the protesters were reaching

(tntral 11oriba 1uturt

in their attempts to slow the
building process.
"There were some outrageous claims made by the protesters in regards to the plannfug
process and how we had gone
through it and some factual matters as well," he said "On all of
those counts the Department of
Community Affairs and the governor and his cabinet voted our
way. We feel very good about
that. That means we can build all
of the buildings, parking garages
and all 2,000 beds o~t ·by the .
Arena."
. Hitt also added that the con- •
vocation center would be more
financially beneficial than the
stadium. ·
Throughout the press confer.ence, Hitt maintained that the
big news was not that the stadium didn't seem likely for 2006,
but that the Master Plan was
approved ·by the state. He said
that if it weren't for the approval
of the Master Plan there wouldn't even be talk of a stadium
being built. Now all that's left is
an amendment by the Board of
Trustees and another approval
by the state. In the meantime,
2007 looks like the most likely
scenario.
''While I would love to have it
in 2006, it's really less·important
whether it's 2006 or 2007 than
that we get there in a very ·
responsible, solid way," Hitt said
"I'm not sure from talking to
some people that we could even
start next spring."
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Ousted appointee plans to run again .
FROM

Al

a proposal into Florida Legislature using tactics that one ofhis
fellow interns called "embarrassing and unprofessional."
Moedinger admitted at his
appointment hearing that while
he was trying to save a woman's
life he may have gone about it
the wrong way.
But the focus remained
mostly on Moedinger's comments and past actions involv, ing the university's Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union. Many senators questioned the conservative's view
on
homosexuality
and
Moedinger was steadfast in his
belief and compassion for those
he believes are sinners.
"I believe that homosexuality is a sin, and it's not in the
interest in the student body to
fund an activity that will
destroy them, as I believe all
sins do," Moedinger said in
response to one of many questions about his views about
gays during the senate meeting.
"I know most people will disagree with me on that. And I
will vote against [GLBSU funding]."
Last year, during a special
' senate session regarding
approval of the $10 million
budget, Moedinger pleaded
with the Senate to reallocate
more than $7,000 in funding ini' tially meant for the GLBSU for
the organization's Diva Invasion, an event where men dress
in drag and parade around the
Student Union. Moedinger
· wanted the money instead to be
, . spread out to Christian campus
· organizations.
'
Sen. Jason Yoepp said that
he spoke in favor of Moedinger
• initially because as he commented, "Ultimately we were
' voting on a person and not just
' a name and we had to keep that
in consideration."
"I spoke in favor of him but
ultimately when I had to vote

my conscience I did not vote in
favor of it," Yoepp said. "But I
wanted to give Skip the chance to
sway my opinion to a yes vote.
''I was excit~d that Skip, who I
know had been interested in Student Government for a long time,
had that chance because I know
the majority of the population
knows that Skip has been very
excited about being involved in a
civil activity like this for a long
time. I was excited that he had
that opportunity. I don't think

L

that he answered the questions in However, as the senators who
front of senate the way he need- voted against him for not taking
ed to. I don't think he showed that other peoples' views into considhe could represent all of the stu- eration, Moedinger suggests that
dents who came to him without those senators do the same them, selves.
bias:'
Said Moedinger: "I would like
Moedinger said that he is not
done with his quest to become a to recommend that student sena~
senator and he will run again in tors challenge themselves to conthe fall He maintains that he was sider people whose views are diftreated unfairly and would main- ferent and to consider people
tain all ofhis stances ifhe had the based on their qualifications
chance to go through the rather than their political or
appointment ' hearing again. moral views."
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STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of·tria1, may be provided in certain

types of cases, such as the following:
•

Why .Shop A Flea Market
When You Can Shop Amazon Village?
1511 RETAIL SHOPS
. CLOTHING, JEWELRY, 61FT8,
Bl LUARDS,
HOME ACCES801UE8
& MlJCH MOREi

PARADISE AMAZON
RESTAURANT &

MEDITERRAINIAN FINE
FOOD & WINE

Land.lord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.
Consumer problems confronting individual
students.
I

Traffic cases
Criminal law
Uncontested dissolution of marriage

Weekend Entertainment

Bankruptcy
Open
6Days

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

A Week

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by ' telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, . Srudent
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resource Center, room 155,
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
Funded by Acl1111y & Serl'tce Fee through the Stade/I/ Gm·emmelll a.1soctation
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The UCF lighnveight
eight finished seventh .
at the IRA final~.

Krystina Sarff also
earns first scholarathlete honors.

Amy Price earns
second straight
scholar-athlete award.

Changes
•
coming
for men's
soccer
New coach brings in staff in
attempt to garner Top 25 nod
DAVID DECANDIS
Contributing Writer
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COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

UCF rowers finished in seventh place overall at this year's Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championship in Cherry Hill, NJ., this past Saturday. The event was the last of the season for UCF.

~
·~
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Rowers finish seventh
in season finale

I
I
I
I

Big win _in petite final propels women to strong finish,
only one back of where they finished last year
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

A

)

successful season for UCF rowing ended with a slight disappointment Saturday at the prestigious Intercollegiate Rowing
Association (IRA) Championship in Cherry Hill, N.J.
The IRA Championship features some of the top lightweight
competition in the country, and because the NCAA does not sponsor an event in the lightweight eight,_the winner of this regatta is
regarded as the national champion.
The ladies of the UCF Ughtweight eight, featuring Robin Capers,
Laura Brad, Pamela Wall, Lauren Rice, Laura Bacci, Melissa Kroll,
Katherine Motes and Erin Riegel and coxswain Lisa Beltran traveled
north, looking to improve on their sixth place finish from a year
ago.
It was not to be.

The Knights got off to a tough start in the opening heat of the morning finishfug fourth
with a time of 7:11.43. Wisconsin, Georgetown and Stanford all finished ahead of the
Knights, advancing to the grand final, leaving UCF and fifth place finisher Lehigh to compete in the consolation race, the petite final.
Only the top three teams in each heat made it to the grand final, where Wisconsin
PLEASE SEE
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Rowing positions
Strokeman
The rower closest to the stem, back, of the boat; usually sets the
timing and rhythm of the strokes and communicates with the
coxswain. The stroke requires the most technical knowledge of the
team and is usually responsible for holding a constant rate during a
race.

Bowman
The rower closest to the bow, front, of the boat an~ in coxed boats
are responsible for the set ofthe boat

Coxswain
Usually seated direct front, the coxswain is responsible for keeping
morale,steering, monitoring other boats in the race and making
necessary strategic calls.
SOURCE: SPORT ROWING, WIKIPEOIA.ORG

When Brent Erwin took over as coach of the
UCF men's soccer program he talked about major
chang~s that needed to be made in order to establish what he called "winning culture" for UCF
soccer.
Now, only weeks into his reign at UCF, many
of those changes that Erwin envisio:Q.ed are beginning to materialize.
Erwin, who came to UCF early last month
after being an assistant at Southern Methodist
University for the last six years, has great expectations for the future of UCF soccer. The goal:
turn the Knights into a Top 25 program in the
very near future.
One of the first steps toward that goal came ori
May 11, when Erwin hired Bryan Cunningham as
his top assistant and recruiting coordinator.
"It was really a
no-brainer," Erwin
said of hiring Cunningham. "I have
known Bryan for a
long time and I have
a lot of respect for
him ... He's very,
very
personable
and just is a very
.al guy. He
•••
I
protiess10n
does a great job, and
[getting him] was a
home run for us."
Cunningham
comes to UCF after
three seasons as the
assistant and top
recruiter at South •
•
Carolina.
The
Gamecocks had a
32-22-4 record and
two NCAA Touma- .
.&
11
ment appearances
during Cunning- COACH BRENTERWIN
ham's time at USC.
ON HIRING BRYAN CUNNINGHAM
"He has been
invaluable," Erwin
said. "Because now we can go to recruits and say,
'He was at South Carolina as the assistant, I was
at SMU. This is what we are going to build at
UCF, this type of program."'
Both SMU and South Carolina have been
among the best NCAA Division I soccer teams in
the country over the last five years.
At USC Cunningham recruited Brad Guzan,
an All-American and the second pick in the 2005
Major League Soccer (MLS) draft, and Makan
Hislop, who captained Trinidad and Tobago's
Under-20 National Team.
For Cunningham, coming to UCF was not a
promotion, but more of a lateral move, which
according to Erwin shows how committed the
new assistant is to the Knights.
Over the past few weeks Erwin and Cunningham have been hard at work on the recruiting
trail, with Erwin noting that he has yet to spend a
weekend at home in Orlando.
Erwin is looking to change the way UCF
recruits soccer players, and so far the results have
been encouraging.
"The · reception from people has been
absolutely spectacular," Erwin said. "There's a lot
of interest from recruits, a lot of interest from
people about the program in general, so it's been
very, very exciting."
Erwin who is using a similar recruiting strategy to the one he developed at SMU says things

"I have known
Bryan fior a long
t•1me and I have a
lot Of respect for
h·im He's very.
very personable
and just is a very
professional guy. '
He does a great
jOb, and [getting
h•1m] was a home
run 10r us.
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What do you know? Another conspiracy for NBA fans
' )

Yesterday morning NBA Commissioner David Stern woke up with a
huge smile on his face.
Why, you ask?
Monday night's game seven of the
Eastern Conference Finals was one of
the best things to happen to the NBA
in a long time.
Now I know what you are thinking
- there goes Andy again, babbling
about how good his Pistons are - well
there is a time and a place for that (like
later in this column), and they are
damn good, but that isn't what this is
about.
Anyone who has been following the
NBA, even if only for the last month,
knows what Stem's least favorite word

Detroit beating Miami could be the icing on the cake when it
comes to this season's NBA conspiracies
is: conspiracy.
Talk of the dreaded c-word seemed
to go silent last year, as many NBA
conspiracy theorists were forced to
shove their foot in their throat when
the Pistons defeated Shaq, Kobe and
the mighty Lakers in five. But the
silence was short-lived, as talk of NBA
Playoff games being predetermined much like professional wrestling returned last month.
Remember when Houston Rockets
Coach Jeff Van Gundy was fined a

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

ridiculous $100,000 during his team's
first round series with the Dallas Mavericks? Van Gundy lost more money
than most people make in two years
for simply suggesting favoritism by
NBA officials.
Van Gundy said that the refs were
calling touch-fouls on Rockets' big
man Yao Ming because of complaints
to the league office by Dallas
owner/nerd/ geek/ idiot Mark Cuban.
Oh yeah, Van Gundy also said that he
received the information from an

anonymous "NBA official," which
most people would take to be a referee.
This revelation by Van Gundy sent
Stem on the warpath, as there was talk
that the commish was so upset that he
was going to banish Van Gundy from
the league ifhe didn't reveal his source.
' Van Gundy later changed his story,
saying that it was all a misunderstanding and that his information came not
from an NBA referee but an official in
the league office, which satisfied Stem
enough to say that the matter is now
·
closed.
Then came the Eastern Conference
PLEASE SEE
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State &Nation
Defending champs at Fullerton still alive
FULLERTON, Calif. - For the second consecutive year, Cal State Fullerton emerged from the loser's bracket
to will its own NCAA baseball regional.
Freshman pitcher Wes Roemer
won his second game in four days and
the Titans scored four unearned runs
in a 6-3 victory over Arizona 01t Monday night. The Titans (45-16), the
defending NCAA champions, will
play Arizona State in the NCAA super
regionals. The Wildcats (38-21), who
. went to last year's College World

Series, lost five of their last nine
games.
,
"I'm as proud of this group as any
group I've ever been around," Fullerton Coach George Horton said. "Their
ability to sustain an effort - running
on fumes, staying up 'til 3 o'clock in the
morning after some games - is unbelievable."
Roemer (7-3) was named the tournament's most outstanding pla,Yer
after conceding three runs, 10 hits and
no walks while striking out 10 in 15
innings.
Against Arizona. Roemer conceded
just one hit in his first four innings.
The right-hander iriduced 10 groundouts, allowed eight hits and struck out

five in eight innings.
"I was feeling a little tired in the
first few innings," Roemer said. "But I
started getting better as the game went
along. Everything felt good all game
long. It was really weird."
Fullerton held a 1-0 lead when the
Titans sent nine batters to the plate in
the bottom of the third inning to score
four unearned runs on four hits, two
errors and a hit batter.
Ronnie Prettyman hit a ,two-run
single to lead the rally. Bobby
Andrews. added a squeeze bunt for a
run-scoring single.
Andrews finished with two RBI
and dived to make a one-handed catch
near the warning track in right field in

New facilities among
necessary changes

Detroit had Miami's number
before Monday's game began
FROM A9

Finals, which through five
games had been horribly officiated, both ways. After a lackluster performance by the Pistons
last Thursday in Game 5,
Rasheed Wallace - who only
made one basket in the game said "We are going to win game
six because there will be good
people out there reffing. They
[the NBA] want a game seven
'cause there's no other series.
Y'all can't see that [expletive],
then you're crazy."
Those comments cost
Sheed $20,000, and the Pistons
did win game six in a walk, not
because of officiating, but
because of a complete meltdown by the Heat absent
LUIS ALVAREZ I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dwyane Wade.
It was evident niidway Poor Dwyane Wade and the hapless Heat. At least they have Wade's bad ribs to blame.
through the fourth quarter that
game seven would turn out to refs would have let the Pistons cost your team the series, but a
close examination of Jackson
be a great bonus for the NBA. by the Heat.
I must admit, watching and his picks shows that the
The game was close into the
final minute, and the officials these conference finals series former Knocks guard is the one
has been hard work. I have to blame.
never became the story.
Game one of the Eastern
It's understandable why spent countless hours wa,tchconspiracy theories keep com- ing and taking endless notes on Conference Finals, Jackson
ing up when it comes to the both teams. I even traveled to picks the Heat for the game and
NBA. Looking back at the Lak- Phoenix and saw the Spurs in 'the series. Not so much, Heat
ers champi01;iships, they person. that's how dedicated I lose. For game five, after the
undoubtedly received plenty of am to bringing you the reader Pistons evened the series at
two games a piece, much to my
help from the officials along the best analysis possible.
So here's my prediction: I>is- dread Jackson suddenly jumps
the way, but after this series
tons in six.
off the Heat bandwagon, and
that talk should be put to bed.
Why? Simply, because the Pistons get crushed.
Without a doubt having
So guess who Mr. Jackson
Shaq in the Finals would have ESPN NBA analyst Mark Jackbeen much better for the NBA son picked the Spurs. Personal- picked in games six and seven?
financially. Shaq is one of the ly, even though I love the Pis- That's right the Miami Heat.
most recognizable athletes in tons, I think the Spurs are the They never had a chance.
On behalf of Pistons' fans
all of sports, not to mention better team, but that doesn't
one .of the best liked. Not hav- matter. When Mark Jackson everywhere, thank you Mark
ing him in the finals will surely · pieks a team, that team is 9.one. Jackson.
It's as simple as that.
mean lower ratings. ·
f:I#at fans, I know you think
( If there was really an NBA
Andy Va~uez can be reached at
sporrs@UCFnews.com '
,s:onspiracy there is no way the the fajury to Dwyane Wade

Goodwin Field record set Saturday
. ht . .
•
mg

School sanctioned for improper benefits
TEMPE, Ariz. - Arizona State's
athletic department has been placed
on probation for two years by the Pac10 conference for improper benefits
given to former running back Loren
Wade.
The conference's compliance and
enforcement committee commended
ASU for taking steps to police itself.
"This was essentially the committee· recognizing that this is how you're
supposed to do it if you find somePLEASE SEE
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are moving along faster than
he anticipated.
"Right now I'm more optimistic about how quickly we
can really get things going,"
Erwin said. "People have been
very receptive to our ideas
about wanting to l'ecruit the
Florida players first."
Changes are also in order
for the facilities of UCF ·men's
soccer, something Erwin
believes to be crucial if the
Knights are to develop the
winning culture he speaks of.
Erwin is already starting to
put new training programs
and fitness programs in place
for the team.
"The way the training is
structured is going to be totally different," Erwin said.
"They're going to be coming in
to a totally new environment,
they're going to be in the same
place, but what I'm trying to
do is change everything
· around them, because the
expectations are going to be
different ... I'm trying to make
it more professional, because
there is·no reason it shouldn't
be."
One of the first changes that
players on the men's soccer
team can expect is a renovated
locker room. Erwin says that
COURTESY SMU SPORTS INFORMATION
the carpet will be replaced in New UCF men's soccer Coach Brent Erwin wants to make the Knights a Top 25 team.
the current locker room, new
lockers will be put in, as well as a beautiful locker room, this is
Erwin says that so far the
couches and a new stereo sys- a professional-level locker players have been extremely
tem. According to Erwin, it's all · room ... We'll be in a big-time receptive to his ideas for the
about making the P!'.Ogram conference with a big-time future, and while he knows
more professional.
schedule. We're in Florida that some people think that
"When you're here, you're where essentially every MLS this is a rebuilding year, Erwin
going to be treated like a pro," team has to come through wants to win now.
Erwin says of the future. "The here and play in the spring, so
"Calling this a rebuilding
whole school is sponsored by our entire spring season is year wouldn't be fair to my
Adidas, we [are going to have] against MLS teams."
players."

the ninth after the Wildcats put runners at first and second base with
nobody out.
·
"It was probably one of the best
catches I ever made," Andrews said.
"Off the bat, I didn't thinlc I would
catch it. I saw it up in the air and I told
myself, 'Just run as fast as you can."'
Arizona's Jason Donald got his
third hit to load the bases. But the
Titans' Danny Dorn caught Derek
Decater's fly ball over his shoulder
with one hand. Then reliever Vinnie
Pestano struck out pinch-hitter Bill
Rhinehart for his 13th save.
The Wildcats committed five
errors, one shy of their season worst.
The attendance of 3,654 tied a
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thing wrong within your program,"
Pac-10 spokesman Jim Muldoon said.
The school will not face any
restrictions under the probation.
Wade was suspended indefinitely
after allegations that he received help
from an employee, including use of a
car and her name on his' utility bill so
he could avoid a deposit. The employee was later fired.
An internal investigation discovered discrepancies in financial aid
checks to several student-athletes.
In an unrelated incident, Wade was

charged in the March shooting death
of former ASU player Brandon Falkner at a Scottsdale nightclub. Wade is
scheduled to go to-trial in January.
· The Pac-10 will forward its probation recommendation to the NCAA. ASU interim athletic director
Christine Wilkinson said she expects
the NCAA to approve the Pac~lO's recommendation.

A&M football dismisses two players
COLLEGE STATION, Texas
Redshirt freshmen Erik Mayes and
Jorrie Adams were dismissed Monday
from the Texas A&M football team for
violating team rules, the school
announced.
"It is· unfortunate and I am disap-

pointed that it has to reach this point," play nose guard or defensive end, he pounds Arkansas had him listed at.
"He's lost about 40 pounds since
A&M Coach Dennis Franchione said ~so decided he didn't want to play at
in a statement. ''We wish both of these _ Arkansas any more.
then,'' he said. "They were trying to
After four years at Arkansas, the get his weight up to play on the line." ..,
young men·well."
Spears hasn't decided which slot '
The school didn't specify what former West Monroe High School star
headed home and enrolled at Gram- Jackson will compete for in the line~
rules were broken.
Mayes, a 5-foot-9, 177-pound defen- bling State. Jackson will play for backer corps.
"Our linebackers are dual kind of '
sive back from Humble; had 69 tackles Grambling this fall.
Razorbacks Coach Houston Nutt's guys, anyway," said Spears. "Most of _
and one interception last year. He
started once at cornerback and was decision to move Jackson from line- them can run yet are big enough to
also the Aggies' top punt returner with backer to nose guard and defensive . play anywhere." ·
end helped the Tigers beef up their
Jackson is the third Division I-A'
20 returns for 122 yards.
Adams, a 6-foot-7, 282-pound defense, new Grambling Coach player to transfer to the traditionally '
black school this offseason, the-second
defensive lineman from Jasper, had 22 Melvin Spears said.
tackles last year in a reserve role.
"He wants to be a linebacker, and from the Southeastern Conference. '
'
ll
. they had him as a D-lineman,'' Spears Mississippi State's Donovan Davis is"
expected to bolster the offensive line. ·
Arkansas LB leaves SEC for Grambling
said.
Jackson, who couldn't be reached
GRAMBLING, La. - Once Lucas
Jackson decided he did not want to for comment, is not as bulky as the 258
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Four rowers earn postseason recognition
FROM A9
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became champions for th~ second straight year.
In the petite final the
Knights had a strong showing
to take care of business. UCF
improved their first heat time
by more than 10 seconds, finishing in the top spot with a
time of7:01.76. Lehigh finished
in second nearly 10 seconds
behind the Knights.
The win gave UCF a seventh place overall finish at the
Knights' final event of the season, one of the program's best
to date.
The Varsity Eight was
responsible for much of that
success, and two key rowers
from that boat were honored
last month by the Collegiate
Rowing Coaches Association.
Knights junior Tanya
Kleisler and senior co-captain
•Amy Price earned all-region
recognition from the CRCA
last month. Kleisler was
named to the all-region first
team and Price earned an allregion second team selection.
·~It's an honor to have two
athletes named to the allregion team,'' UCF Coach
Leeanne Crain said. "Tanya
and Amy have been solid
members of the Varsity Eight
for three years and this recognition is well deserved." ·
Price was in the four seat
while Kleisler rowed in the six

COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

The UCF rowing team will lose 13 seniors from this year's squad next season, but will return with 11 current juniors to fill their spots.

seat for much of the spring,
which was one of the best in
the history of the Varsity Eight
at UCF.
The Knights Varsity Eight
started the spring season in
impressive fashion with a
strong perforll).ance against
the University of Michigan in
Tampa. Though the Knights
lost to the Wolverines, it was a
confidence- builder for the
team. The Knights only fell
five seconds short of a Michigan team that finished third at
the NCAA Division I Championships.last year.
The Knights followed up
their solid performance in

Tampa with wins at the Hurri- ciassroom this spring, as two
cane Invitational in Miami, UCF rowers were honored by
and the Petrakis Cup in Jack- · the CRCA last month as
sonville.
National Scholar-Athletes.
The highlight of the Varsity
Price and Krystina Sarff
Eight season came at the Flori- were the Knights to bring
da Intercollegiate Rowing home the award this year.
Association Championship,
The honor is given to stuwhich the Knights won for the dent athletes who competed in
second straight year. UCF also at least 75 percent of their
finished second at the South- teams spring races and mainern Intercollegiate Rowing tained a cumulative GPA of 3.5
or better. For Price, an eco- Association Championship.
The Knights Varsity Eight nomics major, it was her secsuccess saw them ranked, at ond straight year receiving the
one time, as high as fifth in the honor, while Sarff, a sophoNCAA South Region Poll.
more art education major,
UCF rowing also experi- earned the award for the first
enced great success in the time.
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Your life is too fast-paced to let an illness or injury slow you
down. At UCF Health Services, we know this. Inside our beautiful,
new 48,000 square-foot Health Center are experts-in-their-field
doctors and

nurses~

as well as the latest in medical knowledge

and equipment. We are nationally accredited by the Accreditation
Association for Ambulatory Health Care (AAAHC). And that's
nothing to sneeze-literally.
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Getting routine health care check-ups is often a part of

Located on carnpus .

staying well. As is seeking proper, timely care when you
get sick or injured. From annual physicals to flu ·

Comtlrehensive s ~rvieos

Women's medicine

shots, from lab work to X-rays and getting
your prescription filled, UCF Health Services'
expert staff, state-of-the art facilities and
our compassionate bedside manner will

Full pharmllcy

put you back on your feet fast. You'll
appreciate how close, convenient and
cost-effective an option we really are.
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d things come
to those who wait
S

ometimes when we want
something so badly we
don't care how we get it. All
that matters is when we get it.
In the case of a football stadium at UCF, most fans, students
and alumni were so excited
· when they first heard a stadium
was coming that they wanted the
structure built that week and didn't care how it was done. That
kind of reaction to the situation
is completely acceptable and
expected because the construction of an on-campus stadium is
such an exciting idea to most of
them.
But sometimes things don't
happen the way everyone hopes
and that's something we have to
live with. After all, it's not a perfect world. In a perfect world,
UCF would have a stadium
already and the Knights would
be hosting home games on cam' pus as opposed to the Citrus
Bowl every season. In a perfect
world 0-11 would never haJ?pen
and we'd be battling bigger programs in bowl games every season as well.
· Because of last Thursday's
announcement by UCF President John Hitt that an on-campus
stadium would most likely not
happen in time for the 2006 campaign many people are forced to
wait. Waiting is indeed the hard-

est part, but sometimes everything is worth the wait.
By waiting another season,
the university has the opportunity to make sure problems don't
exist. UCF has the chance to
shop around the stadium's construction and f md the best available price and materials. The
best-case scenario would have
been that UCF football fans
would be able to catch seven
home games in a brand new stadium as soon as 2006. The
worst-case scenario, though, is
that the stadium might not have
turned out as nice as the original
artist renderings~ppeared and
we'd be stuck with an eyesore
that was rushed to feed some
hungry fans.
There's no doubt that local
residents are basking in this setback as the opposition against an
on-campus stadium for fear of
excess traffic and noise has, in
essence, won a minor battle. People have been opposed to the
proposed location of the stadium
and the thought of having their
Saturdays filled with the sounds
and sights of college football. But
Hitt said the stadium will, in fact,
happen by the 2007 season and
that means the neighboring community will simply have another
ye~ to adjust to life with a football stadium only miles away.

In the meantime, UCF football fans have no choice other
than to embrace the Citrus Bowl
for two more seasons. Does this
mean how people enjoy UCF
football games should be any different? Better yet, does it mean
that because some people aren't
getting what they want in a more
timely manner that they should
hold any ill will toward UCF
football? Absolutely not.
The duty of everyone at UCF
is to embrace and support each
and every group that represents
the university, whether football
or the chess club. If people begin
to lament the fact that the stadi- .
um won't be ready until the 2007
season and continue harping on
last year's abysmal fmish, then
the core of the program - the
fans in the seats - are doing the
team an injustice.
The stadium is coming. It will
be built and it will sell out every
game in its first season no matter
if it's ready for 2006 or 2007. It
could be pushed gack to 2010,
but all that matters is that something that was once inconceivable is soon to be a reality.
The 2005 seasqn doesn't start
for another three months, but
UCF football and its fans have
already won. There's a stadium
on the way. It's just taking a little
more time than we'd like.

OUR STANCE

Dean a glorified
·P
crasher
D

emoctatic National Com- of the Democratic Party.
ing new life into the faltering
mittee Chairman and
Mehlman is only one of many
Democratic Party before the
failed 2004 presidential
who point out that Dean was
next round of national elections.
.hopeful, Howard Dean, is makbrought into the position to revi- Many were surprised by the
ing headlines once again.
talize the party for the upcoming party's choice to place Dean in
Although most Americans
2006 and 2008 elections, and has the top position because of his
highly publicized and sensationthought they had heard the last
yet to bring reality to the hopes
of Dean with the maniacal tirade of America's Democrats.
alized failure in the Democratic
that .cost him the Democratic
Instead, Dean has raised less·
primaries. None the less, the
nomination in 2004, he has
than half the funds of the Repub- Democrats were confident that
returned to the spotlight with a
lican opposition, and insulted
the man so famous for his "Deamudslinging campaign that
conservatives across the country. niacs" support group was the
many feel has done his party
Mehlman also mentioned that
one who would help them
more harm than good.
insulting the inhabitants of "red
return to prominence, regardless
The campaign comes in the
· states" may not be the best way
of his unfortunate incident durto win their votes in future elecing the primaries.
form of a series of televised
appearances in which Dean,
Months after this decision,
tions.
speaking as the chairman of the
It is not only conservatives
Dean has proven that there realDemocratic National Commitwho are up in arms over Dean's
ly can be no second chances in
tee, has made repeatedly hostile
behavior. Soon after Republicans . politics. The fu.ndraising abili·comments concerning the
ties that had many considering
began speaking out, prominent
opposing party, the Republicans. Democrats were quick to make
him a top choice for the DemocThe most severe of these comtheir stance public. Among the
rats in 2004 are nowhere to be
ments were that he ''hates
outspoken are several high-profound, and in their place, is the
republicans and everything they
file Democrats, including former off-the-wall antics Democrats
stand for," and that "a lot of
were hoping they had seen the
Senator and 2004 Democratic
[Republicans] have never made
last of.
vice presidential candidate John
an honest living in their lives."
Edwards. Edwarqs expressed
Arguably more infamous now
than his behavior during the priDean continued to suggest
concern in the leadership of
mary elections, his comments
that well-known Republican and Dean, saying that he does not
and people's reactions, have
House Majority Leader Tom
speak for him.
DeLay should return to Texas to
Although one must wonder
been in: constant rotation on
serve a jail sentence. This
how many Democrats are truly
every news channel in the counremark was particularly inflamoffended by Dean's comments,
try. One reporter joked that the
misguided politician may suffer
matory to conservatives because and how many are simply runalthough loose accusations of
ning damage control, it does not
from Tourette's syndrome, while
wrongdoing have been made, no bid well for Dean that members
another simply declared that for
official charges have been
of the party he leads do not supthe Democrats, "The party may
port him.
·
broughtagainstDeLay.
be over."
Dean's behavior could not
In all of this mess, one thing
Obviously, the first to take
is certain - Howard bean
offense to these remarks were
come at a worse time for the
Republicans. Dean's counterpart Democratic Party. In a time
should not be at the helm of an
at the Republican National Com- when Republicans control an
automobile, much less the
national committee of a major
mittee, Ken Mehlman, was quick undeniable majority of the government, Dean had been given
political party stniggling to make
to bring up the shortcomings of
Dean's performance.as the head
the monumental task of breatha comeback.
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A little tact goes a long way
vyhen it comes to weddings
Sometimes it's a good idea to forever hold your peace
all, I plan on having at least
Billy Joel put it best
five in my lifetime.
when he said, "Oh no, I just
There could be things
drove my car into the side
about the happy couple that :
of a house!"
are so true that everyone in :
But he put it almost as
the room is dying to yell
,
well when he said, "Only
aloud, but you just don't say ;
the good die young."
them. Leave that up to the
This past weekend, my .
idiots and you'll have no
good buddy Dane was marproblem basking in one cou- .
ried to a wonderful young
MOUTHING OFF pie's joy and the vulnerable
lady, but part of me feels a
bit sad as my ever-decreasarms of a bridesmaid with
ASHLEY BURNS
massive self-esteem issues.
. ing posse keeps marching
Managing Editor
With all of this in mind, I
tow:ard afternoons at the
Pottery Barn and weekends spent watering
thought I've put together these helpful tips
the lawn. Still, for Dane I couldn't be any
and things you absolutely should not say at
happier unless Britney Spears and Kevin Fed- anyone's wedding:
erline were exiled to Outer Mongolia and
Ashlee Simpson became a mute.
• ''Wow, I still can't believe these two
Yet as my friends, fraternity chums and I
kids are getting married after all these
rejoiced in our companion's exit from free..:
years. Who would have thought that any
girl could ever see past the groom's overdom, we couldn't help but ask ourselves what
whelming thirst for strippers and his
the worst things a person could ever say at a
unfathomable cocaine habit? I mean thiS
wedding would be. In all fairness, it was
hilarious to us after a dozen or so compliis the same guy that once offered an
undercover police officer $200 to per-.
mentary pitchers of Bud Light since none of
form something called a Yosemite Sam.
us had yet offered ourselves as sacrifices to
the gods of bachelorhood. However, it was
But, hey, who are we to question the love
sort of like a lesson in tact at those shining
between two people? Mazel Tov!"
moments when people need to know to keep
This one was kind of obvious simply .
their mouths shut.
Regardless of the collective intelligence of because you never call to question a guy's
past. A girl's past? Sure. But never the guy's.
a wedding reception full of family and
I'm sorry, but it's just one of those very unfair
friends, there is almost always one moron
double standards that benefits men.
who can't keep his lips zipped up long
enough to let two people enjoy their big day.
• "I'd like to thank you so much for havI've been to a handful of weddings in my
time and normally the arrow points directly
ing me at your son's wedding, Mr. and
Mrs. Rosen. I hope I'll be invited to
at me when it comes to the expectations of
Rhett's second wedding as well."
tactless behavior. But I must say that I have
instead served as a shining beacon of taste
PLEASE SEE BRINGING ON A15
and charm when it comes to weddings. After
('1
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CAMPUS

'How are you preparing for
this hurricane season?'
· ALEX VAZQUEZ

REID BOND

Electrical eng.ineering

Management information systems

"I will probably go down to Miami
where my family is since that's what I
did last year."

"Probably just getting lots of batteries
ahd flashlights."

JASON FOGLEMAN
Marketing

"I'll board up the windows on my
house and buy a bunch of water."
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"Nothing. Idon;t think it's going to be
as bad as Jtst ye~r."

"Nothing. Hopefully the apartment
complex Iam stqying at will take care
of hurricane stuN'

"I'll go to my;parents' house because ·
they have <t!Jenerator and water
~tDred up already."
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services
500
525
550
600
700
800
900
999

Events
Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817 .

Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
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Seminole Chronicle·

UCF's award·winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com -

1

m.1 HELP WANTED:

W.I General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 + OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Kid's Nit e Out

FAST CASH!!!
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18·25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'1 O". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407·898-7900.

Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children
· and need flexible hours. We especially need caregivers
for June 24 and 25 for group children's events.

Call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 for interview.

Weekday morning or afternoons, flex.
hrs. To help mom with 4 kids summer
schedules and activities. Elementary ed.
major a plus to help keep kids motivated
for the next school year. We are looking
for someone experienced and
enthusiastic. Pay plus tolls. Please Call
Jennifer or David at 407-324-7793
Swim instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FfT, P/T.
$11.00-$13.00/hr. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and
change the quality of a child's life.
Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com

BEST·PART-TIME_
~08 IN ORlAND~l

Central Florida Future
Publisher's assistant wanted 20 hours
per week, Mon-Fri. Sales and marketing
exp. requ. Good pay.
E-mail resu.me and fall availability to
publisher@ucfnews.com.

•AM &PM Schedule

·Weekly Paychecks
• Paid Training

Looking for a babysitter on a as
needed basis. 3 yr old boy. Pay Is
negotiable. Exp preferred, ref reqd.
Must have transportation.
If Interested call 407-380-0781.

• Employee Discounts

Orlando Harley-Davidson

Bilingual Reps Also Needed for the Orlando Locationr
English/Spanish •English/Korean

Hiring all positions at all 6 locations.
Apply in person at
3770 37th St., Orlando.
www.orlandoharley.com

Call for an interview:

Orlando407-243-9400 ·Winter Park 407-673-9700

BLIMP GROUND CREW
Fulltime travel nationwide, salary plus all
expenses, travel and lodging.
Must have excellent driving record, able
to pass criminal background check.
Drug screening prior to employment.
Some seasonal positions available.
Call Steve or Melinda for full job
description 407-363-7777

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:
SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement appty's!
Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4pm.
Restaurants located at:
Downtown Disney, 1·4, exit 68.
·'~~:'...~:,~

;,
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Classified Sales Rep

NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

Looking for Outgc:>ing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9fhr. Immediate
openings. 407-666-5904.
Exciting job opportunity for women
with high energy and motivation!
Flexible hours, great Income
structure, use of car, and many
bonuses. Call Judy at 407-359-0764
for phone interview.
Valet Parking Attendants needed.
Summer pcil;ition available for Orlando
area»Call (407) 616-3296
CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having thl! summer of a lifetime.
Counselprs needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Get top dollar to make positive changes
in your community.
Call Laura at 407-841-4999.

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Training provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

PT Cleaning, Evenings
,, ,~

Several Beautiful Homes for Rent.
UCF/Waterford/Avalon areas.
Two w/ POOL. $1225-$1950.
C21 RE Profs. 407-592-9221

P/T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

Positions available for Red Cross
certified Lifeguards and WSl's. Must
have flexible schedule. Prr for up to 40
hours/week. Submit Applications to
Oviedo City Hall, Human Resources
Dept. at 400 Alexandria Blvd
or complete and submit online @
www.cityoloviedo.net
EOE-M/F/DN-Drug Free Workplace

LINE COOKS • DISHWASHERS

... , ,

LAWN MAINTENANCE
PT, will train. 18 years or older.
Transportation required.
Call 407-366-0026.

ACCOUNTING CLERK
Cognoscenti Health Institute is seeking a
person w/ exp in Accounts Payable and
PO systems including Peachtree and
Excel. Competitive pay and full benefits.
Submit resume to Shane Bryant at
info@labdoc.com or fax to 407-882-2439.

TRAVEL-MONEY-FREEDOM
Earn up to $5000 per week.
We help you advertise.
We take your calls.
We close your sales.
$1995 start-up cost.
800-704-7344 (id# 1230LW}
or visit
www.lindastravelventure.blogspot.·
com

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
Check out
www.newincomestream.coachgenie.com
Contact through website.

,r .

Cleaners pay $7.50-$8.50/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks good on resume, flex hours
must be neat, honest, reliable.
407-422-6411 ext 1.

.

1..•ff_,
.

3 bedroom House for Rent or by Room,
·
2 Rooms $500/mo, Master room
· $600/mo or $1450 for house.
Call 407-227-6479
Just Built 5 bedroom
4 full baths Students OK
Avail .. Mid-Aug/Sept Rent $2200
Eric 407-489-0877
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

2bd/2ba Condo by UCF For Rent
$1050/mo, fully furnished. 1/2 mi from
UCF, non-smokers. Avail Aug 1st.
Call Monica @ 407-222-3488.
Huge 2 Bedroom Apt Available July 1st
1400 sq It, beautiful wood floors, close to
downtown near Crystal Lake exit.
Walking distance to two lakes. $1250/mo
incl all util, basic cable, w/d.
Call Hayden 321-662-0773.
1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.
Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from August-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No
move in fees. Call Anna @ 407-926-2798
Ucf area. 2b/2b duplex. Fence. Large
shed. Credit check. $975 negotiable.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

(entral 1foriba 1uture

Need Extra Spending Money?
2 Part-time receptionist positions
available every other weekend for a
busy Real Estate company in winter
springs duties to include: answering multi
phone lines, faxing documents and light
filing. please fax or e-mail resume to
remaxtc@orlando-homes.net or
fax to 407-695-1223

Levy Restaurants is now seeking enthusiastic
& dedicated individuals to join our team!

WWW.LEVYRESTAURAN!S~c9·M ..

Huge 4BD/2BA w/ office. Great
neighborhood, fenced-in yd. Pets ok!
Avail immediately. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

Needed for the Central Florida
Future. Must be comfortable making
outbound sales calls. Exp pref.
Earning potential unlimited! Base
salary plus commission.
E-mail resume to
renen@knightnewspapers.com

Mothers Helper Needed

$3'00 -$600 per Week

(\,

3 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500·$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com

UCF AREA HOUSE

PT foreclosure specialist needed at
Orlando's leading real estate co. No exp
necessary. Strong communication skills
and transportation req. $15-$20/hr plus
excellent bonus structure.
407-230-3362.

Seminole Chronicle
I NOW HIRING I

1

DISTRIBUTl0N MANAGER

1

Competitive pay, exciting opportunity!

• 30 hrs/wk in and out of office • Bold, energetic
• Excellent driving history
• Professional appearance
•Ability to work efficiently
·Some heavy lifting
and independently
• Flexible schedule required
E-mail resume to Brianl@knightnewspapers.com or fax to 407-447-4556

Earn up to $170/mo.
donating plasm.a regiµarly

•

__
iol____.ogicals

,-------,

Find out how thousands of students save 1SPECIAL ~10 OFFER 1
liv~s and earn cash by donating plasma I New Donors-Bring 1
regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique I this ad for $5 extra on I
medicines for people with various illnesses. I 2nd and 4th donation. I
L------..1

19~0 Alafaya Trail, Suite

sop• www.dciplasm·a.com • 321-235~9100
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Get $100 off your
.security deposit

.
'

see office for details

..

•Internet included - Fall 2005

• Large walk-in closets

• Free cable with 3 HBO's
·Private telephone line

• State-of-the·- art fitness· center

• Full-size washer & dryer
• Private bedrooms and
bathrooms

• Basketball & sand volleyball
• Swimming pool with sun deck
• Less than one mil'e from UCF

THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB.

Stop by or call today!_

401•482•9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817
www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com

~~ ~---------~J·-----------~------~----~--~----~------~J~---.i-
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Crossword

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans ·
.We Take Co-Signers!

UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities. Call
Neal 321-431-1708

2 female roommates needed for a 4/3
house. Incl. all util + hot tub. Brand new
home less than 1 min from UCF in
Carillon. $450/mo. Call 239-841-6601 .

Room for rent in beautiful 4/3 home.
5 mins from UCF. $575/mo all
utilities included. No deposit or move
in fees. Call 407·427-0049

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In 3
bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF. $500/mo incl. util,
n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avail Sep. 1st. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 1O min from
' UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
ail inclusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Call 850-291-3183

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Rooms for rent in 3/2 house in Oviedo.
Less than 10 min from UCF. Fenced in
backyard, Quiet .neighborhood, Very
private, Pet friendly. $550/mo. Rent
negotiable! Includes: electricity, cable,
and internet. Available now! No deposit
required! Short term lease available.
Please call Stacy@ 407-754-4697

Female roommate needed to share
2BR/2BA apartment. $400 + utilities.
Knights Landing Apartments.
Call 904-285-8210.
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table1 sec. sys., gara_g e. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

New Lakefront ·Townhome
3/2.5/2 located near UCF. All
appliances Incl except w/d. Free
basic C!lble. Sec dep, $700. Rent
$1400/mo. Will not last! Hurry!
Call 407-616-3615.
-

NO MOVE-IN/APPLICATION FEES
1 Bed/1 Bath For Rent; lndiv. lease in
2/2 Apartment @ Pegasus Connection
All utilities/internet inc.$599/month
Pool View Call Lianna@321-446-3509

Awesome Deal
.. Unive'rsity House, 1 in 4/3 available
: 8/05-8/06, last years renewal rate of
$479 a month . Fully furnished. W/D and
"
all utilities included.
subleasehere@yahoo.com or
321-652-3931

l:m FOR RENT:
lW:il Roommates
Roommate needed to share large new
4/2 house. 1O minutes away from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, and gym. Yard and
securiiy. $500 + 1/3 utilities.
Call Ariel @954-610-9214

LOOK!!!

..

· 2 bdrm avail. In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
WID, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-489-7324.
Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.

•

...
~

F UCF student seeking clean resp .,
roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl. util.
furnished BR in a nice area. 6 mi. from
UCF Also incl. pool and tennis- court
access. Call Nicole at 407-616-2221 .
Available A.SAP
Room(s) in 3/2 home walk to UCF.
DSL internet, W/D, Wood floors
master room w/private ba. Avail 8/1 O
other room avail now for discount
male/female n/s, utilities included
$250-450/mo 407-971-6748 Iv msg

Looking for 1 roommate to share 3/2.5
house. Great location just 5 min from
UCF. $400/mo with internet and all
utilities included. N/S. No pets. No
lease req. Avail immediately. Call
407-677-5349 or 407-252-3642
hoangali2003@yahoo.com
Room available in 3/2 house. Minutes
from UCF and Waterford. New furniture,
New stainless appliances, Vaulted
ceilings, Trle W/D, Big screen, Ethernet,
Room has bed and desk if needed
$375/mo plus 1/3 utits. chuckahern @cfl.rr.com or Call 407-929-6826
Room tot Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric 407-489-0877
SUMMER RENTAL - HOME
May-Aug, $400/mo. $100 deposit, 2
Rooms Avail.Hi-speed cable, Deck.Yard,
PM parking, Bring bed, 10-min UCF,
Maid service free
941-812-5120,941-795-3008
NEED A PLACE TO STAY FOR THE
SUMMER? 1 M roommate wanted, 3/2/2
house, pool, fenced yard. furn/unfurn rm
avail. 5 min ·from UCF & VCC. Avail
now till Sept. $450/mo + 1/4 power. Call
Brad @ 407-808-8039
Room Avail in the Fall In 3/2 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Univ, light
between Rouse & Dean in Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo incl all util, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
kleinst_42@yahoo.com
Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $485/mo. util. incl.; ethernet,
W/D, cable. No Pets. Avail now. Call
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
after 6 p.m.
Female Senior at UCF seeking 2 F.
roommates for a 3/2 is Sherwood
Forest. $260/330 for master per
mo. Utilities not included, No pets,
smoking outside. Ready in July. Call
Lisa at 407-923-8880.

Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl.
util, cable & internet access. Security
Deposit. 10 min to UCF,
Plenty of parking.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

UCF Area. 1 rm avail now in 4/2 home.
$375/mo, and share utilities. 2 rms in
4/3, $425 including utilities, avail Aug 17.
1 master bdrm in 3/2, avail Aug 1
$400/mo, share utilities. 407-625-0238
Looking for quiet roommate. Responsible
Male, to move into a beautiful 3 bedroom
student house. Fresh paint, new tile,
security system, 8 min from UCF, brand
new W/D, all furniture, brand new
bathroom, must be clean, no pets, high
speed Internet and local phone service
included. Must be 21 or older.
1/3 of utilities.Lease required: Only
$460/monthl Call 305-528-9470
Rooms for Rent in 4/3 Home
1 rm avail now. Other avail Aug. 1st.
Pool table & spa. 5 mins from UCF.
$500/mo, everything incl.
Call Travis at 941-685-3954.

ROOM FOR RENT
3/2.5 Waterford Lakes townhome.
Fully furn, $350/mo plus 1/3 util.
Call Angela at 321-662-8754.
Master bdrm, 15 min from UCF,
$550/mo, internet/cable/util. incl. 1st,
last, & min 6 mo lease reqd. No drugs
407-928-9123
2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Brand new 4/2 home 5 mins away from
UCF. $500/mo incl all util, w/d, garage
w/ remote, community pool. Call Maria at
407-977-7098 or 407-461-8197.
ROOM FOR RENT
2/2 Townhome mins from UCF. $450/mo
incl util. Must love dogs. Avail June 16th.
Call Amy@ 904-424-1480.

Female Roommate Wanted
Dowr:itown apartment.
$500/mq incl all util. NS/NP.
·Lease runs Jl)ne 1st - September 1st.
Call Nicole @ 407-797-6621.

***Roommate Needed***
University House apt, all utll, cable,
and Internet Incl. Private room
and bath. Under $500/mo.
Contact Sydney at 561-762-2876.
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo util incl. Contact Steve
305·281·3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scasios76@aol.com

1st Month Free & 1/2 Off 2nd
Pegasus Landing sublease in 4/4 for
Aug '05 - July '06. M or F. $505/mo incl
util, internet, and furnished. No move-in
fees. Earlier move-in avail.
Call Kevin @ 352-406-2824.

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees

New 4/2 home on lake conserv. lot. Pool
table, Leather furn., One bdm avail. w/
view, ns/np $450/month. incl: all util.
DSL, Cable, Full kitchen, Grill, and patio,
W/D, maid, Lawn service and alarm. less
than a mile to UCF.Call 407-466-7069

Female for 212 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $560 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet. w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623

Room Avail For Under $550 A Month
Master bed & ba, security system,
everything incl. UCF area. Roommat~
needed asap. Contact Brittany @
386-689-8878.

Pegarus Landing Apt.
June-Dec 2005

3 F NS .roommates needed in gorgeous ·
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all inclusive except split electric, + pool at
club house, screened porch, 2 car gar.,
furn. except bedrooms. Avail. 08/05.
Please call Elena at 561-718-8980 or
saphire0924@msn.com. ·
3/2 house to share with 2 male students.
Furnished clean house with full kitchen,
Large fenced yard, W/D, Cable, Internet,
4 mi. frol)'l UCF Rent $450 +:t/3 utilities.
Contact Helen 954-303-6182 or
Steve 954-292-1004 or
, e-mail: Helenpres@aol.com

$300/MO.
~08-325-1980

Sublease for CVI. $435/mo.
Everything included plus meal plan.
Call 407-390-9550 or
sweetanaiviv@yahoo.com
Pegasus Landing Apartment
Avail now w/ no move-in fees. Bd & ba
avail in 4/4. $505/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call Rodney @ 321-438-6410.
Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 incl all utll,
ethernet, cable, w/d, fully furn, free
parking sticker, and shuttle. No
move in fees. Pools, tennis, and
basketball cour:ts. Call Jesha
941-661-3038 or
gelsha2138504@yahoo.com
Live Rent Free until June '051
Share.413 with 3 quiet, serious
males. University House at Alafaya.
$400/mo util incl. Free broadband
and shuttle to UCF + ·2 pools, game
and fitness rooms (321) 676-9825.
1bd/1 ba for Lease in 4bd/4ba Apt.
Located at Jefferson Lofts, for $499/mo.
Include all utilities, cable, ethernet; all
Male roommates. Smoking. Lease starts
. 8/18/05-7/31 /06
Call Mike @727-776-3113 or
Peggy @727-688-0578

4'1

First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com

....

***1st MONTH FREE***
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all .util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352·585·3164.
Fm roommate wanted in Pegasus
Landing. Avail in July, ends July '06, no
move-in fees. $495/mo, utils incl. Will
pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos in
'05. Call Jackie @ 407-362-2956 or
321-768-1971.

3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOMES

-·

... '

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Avail now w/ no move' in fees. Bd & ba
avail in '2/2. $550/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call Lia @ 321-438-6410.

ACROSS
1 Becomes faint
5 Jot
9 Clio Award
winner
14 Land of the
Tigris
15 Hebrew month
16 Dove's desire
17 List of dishes
18 Unit of force
19 First in quality
20 Completely
22 Put on a few
pounds
23 Roebuck's
partner
24 Designers' IDs
26 Eden woman
28 Signs up
32 Dry, as wine
35 Satisfy
38 -Buckeye State
39 Santa _ CA
41 Fossil -resin
42 Fictional·sleuth
Wolfe
43 Hostile to
44 Post-crucifixion
depictions
46 Cub Scout group
47 Most profound
. 49 _ Vegas
51 Voilal
54 Plants of a
region
58 Lacking in
knowledge
61 Pacifies
63 Rides air
currents
64 Lower voice
65 Racetrack
circuits
66 Roast host
67 Clark's love
68 S-shaped
molding
69 Marsh grasses
70 Short distance
71 Thaw

Come join your classmates already living here...
plus reeeive a FREE Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment.Assistance
•Immediate Occupancy
• Over 11 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions
'f' I

I
lif .

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monclay-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
.
one/ Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East 01 Alalaya

407-281-6029
1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com

All right. t'Herved.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25

27
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37

DOWN
1 FDR's money?
2 Goddess of
peace
40
3 Marine ray
4 Man who escorts 45
a woman
48

Fabricated
Pastoral paem ·
Singer Tucker
Before, to
Shelley
Disgust
Ridicule
Water conduit
Summit
Require
Inviting letters
Broad-based
Attack from all
sides
·
Passed
Small outbuilding
Michelin product
In a short tlme
Multitude
Coastal bird
Winsome
Gives oft
Lincoln or
Vigoda
Connected like
flies
Unscathed
Expunges
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50 Skier's course
52· c1aw
53 Of vision
55 Missouri tributary
56 Chase away
57 Balance-sheet
item
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58 PC operator
59 Former Alaskan
capital
60 Track
contest
62 Ritzy
64 The Greatest

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

WWW.ORLANDOELITE.COM

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.CoM········

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407·489·0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

Furniture For Sale!
Mini Refrigerator, only used for one
semester, good condition, price
negotiable. Other various items as well.
Call 727-743-5523

Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move in mid-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489-0877

MOVING SALE
Pioneer big screen tv, $400.
White pull-out couch, $200.
Weight set • 4 in 1 machine, bench
press, flat bench, 650 lbs weights,
accessories, $300. Twin bed, $50.
Four lawn chairs, $30. Dresser, $50.
Call Brandon at 904-377-2047.

2/2 Condo for sale. $165k 1100 sq ft.
Located in Seminole County. Includes
pool, tennis and basketball courts, new
appliances, ceramic tile, and vaulted
ceilings. Please call 407-383-8595
3bd/2ba mobile home for sale in
Deerwood Park, screened in porch
located in Orlando. $38,000
Call 321-504-7899

Matching 8-piece furniture set for
$350 Call 352·804-4341
2 White Chest Drawers, $70 each.
Matching white 2·drawer nightstand,
$25. Dark wood tv stand, $25. If
Interested please' call 407-760-0447
or email kara3212@aol.com.
Computers, printers, fax, office
chairs, desks, and tables for sale.
Also HP 650 C Color Plotter. All in
near new condition. Call
407-257-4992

AVON or MARK!
Career or pocket money, you decide!Start today! 407-359-8441 or
Avon_Ladychris@hotmail.com

Affordable Party Planner

Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
·
Sun. 11-4pm

Many themes available or will customize
upon request. Setup and cleanup
included. Enjoy the party and let us
workl Introductory rates and Free
estimates! Call (407) 699-5202
For all your lawn needs,
call Manuel at 386-736-0562.
Mowing, trimming, cleaning,
and many extras.
Licensed and insured.

Cheap & Affordable
2003 Evolution 29,000 miles, 246HP,
Fully loaded, Turbo charged, Inner .
cooler, Excellent condition, Must see!
(Serious buyers only!)
Call 407-913-1161-Gabriel.
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
Place yourlad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Pressure washing and car detailing.
Keep your driveways, patio, and
sidewalks clean. Free estimates and
great prices! Call(407)699-5202
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
'
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting yam research and
writing needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com
Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental i:iroperties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel. six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

LONELY?

Find & roommate, m&ke a. frienq
Pl&ce a.n ad in the

c(entral :fforlba :futun
Classifieds

407-447-4555

ol&sslfleds®uofnews.oom

Bringing up the bride's past is
not usually a very good idea
FROM A12

~:

g) 2005 Tribune Medi• Sarvlcas, Inc.

First of all, I offer much appreciation to my
buddy Rhett Rosen for being a good sport
about that cameo in this column. But it proves
a point. When you're talking to parents, the
conversation should remain simple.
If you're worried about slipping up in front
of the parents at a friend's wedding, just stick
to one of three dialogues: "Thank you for inviting me. It was a beautiful service;" "They make
a wonderful couple and I'm sure 20 years from
now they'll be as happy as the both of you;"
"Oh my god, my car is being towed," and then
run like hell.
• "I can't believe we finally found his pants last night."
. It is never acceptable to make references to
the groom's bachelor party at any point during
the wedding unless you are referring to one of
the groomsmen telling everyone how he and a
stripper had "a real connection."

• "You can't even tell she's pregnant."

I think that's self-explanatory as well.
• ''You're sure his sister is only 17? Because
I really believe she's 18. Go snag her purse
and we'll check her ID."
Vulnerable bridesmaids are one thing, but
the groom's relatives are completely off limits
to any of the men in attendance at the wedding. The only exceptions are cousins and hot,
single aunts. Going after sisters or moms
results in a mandatory beating from each
grooms.man. followed by a kick to the junk by
the groom's grandfather.
• Finally ... "I knew some guy would end
up marrying her some day. Any girl that
can lick the back of her knee is definitely
worth it."
Under no. circumstances is it ever a good
idea or even acceptable to reference any prior
"extracurricular activities" with the bride. Any
guy guilty of such a tactless crime is well
deserving of a beating from the bride's dad. If
not for her honor, then for the rest of guys in
attendance.

I don't think I have to explain this one.
• "He's so much happier with her than he
was with her sister."

Ashley Bums can be reached at editor@UCFnews.com
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Firm Ripe
Roma
Tomatoes

Fresh
Iceberg
Lettuce

Boneless

Fresh Pork

Petite
Sirloin Steak

Picnic Roast
·"

'

La Bandarita
·Corn Tortillas
100-ct.

Previously Frozen

Fresh Turkey
Wings or
Drumsticks

c

Cup
Noodles

i::iU!l!lllB».-:~

~;;;;;:.::;;~~t--~'

·

2.25 oz.,
Seled Varieties

s

~ ~ 4tor

lb.
Gatorade

32 oz. Bottle,
Select Varieties

)

c

24 pk.,

ea.

20 oz. Bottles,
Limit 2

Le Nature's
Ice Water

Suave

$

N

...

Sham~oo or

Conda ioner

15 oz.,
Assorted Varieties

~,

c
ea.

Budweiser

Regular, Light or Select
18-pack,
12 oz. Cans

..,,,

.....

